Auto • Scooter Crash
Injures MIT Student
David Spencer ’63

David R. Spencer, ’63, a computer student, and Miss Susan Thrash, a
9-year-old pedestrian, were injured Monday in a collision between the scooter and
a car driven by a 17-year-old Cambridge High School student. The accident
occurred at 5:30 p.m. on Saturday, about 100 feet from the Roslindale Bridge, the
marche made by the car extended about 200 feet, according to a witness.

Spencer was released from the Massachusetts General Hospital, and Winsor girl was
in one hand and multiple injuries. Miss Thrash was taken overnight with a possible in-
jured pelvis.

**TCA IBM Available To MIT Community**

A typewriter with four different typing styles is available to all MIT people at TCA in the
Memorial. This typewriter, in IBM Selectric with an extra-wide margin, is well-suited for
typing technical documents. Four of the four styles are different standards of standard left-
hand typing styles is available to all
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